Brown. Shade next to body Burnt Sienna and highlight Marigold. Dot EYES Marigold. PERCH, HOLE and detail lines on house - Lamp Black. *Add snow to house roof.

MR. & MRS SNOWMAN - Highlight same as before with Light Buttermilk then Snow White; center of heads and open places on bodies. **Faces done the same as before. Shade Paynes Gray; under hats, under her jacket, under his scarf, next to her and above blocks. Highlight HER HAT/JACKET Light Buttermilk; top of hat, brim of hat, bottom of collars and center of chest. Shade Black Green; on hat above brim, bottom/sides of brim, under head on collar, under collar on coat, center front and softly down sides. Add edge detail, string tie and pompoms with Light Buttermilk. Shade bottom of pompoms softly and under the ones on her jacket Black Green. HIS HAT/SCARF are highlighted Marigold; center of hat crown, center of brim, center of scarf wrap and center of hanging ties. Shade Burnt Sienna then Soft Black; above brim, each side of brim pulling in at the bottom, on scarf wrap each side of overlap, at folds on wrap/overlap tie, under wrap on under tie, down left side and next to Mrs. The detail lines and fringe are Lamp Black. ***Stick arms same as before. HEART is Heritage Brick. Shade bottom Soft Black and highlight top Neons Fiery Red. Words are Light Buttermilk.

BLOCKS - Shade across top of each block with a wide float of Paynes Gray. Line letters Lamp Black. Stipple or dab in snow with Light Buttermilk and Snow White on top to highlight. Strengthen under high places with more Paynes Gray. Shade across bottom of blocks and next to Baker Man with Soft Black.

WOOD MAN/SIGN - Highlight top of HAT and center of brim Williamsburg Blue. Shade Lamp Black above brim. Shade Soft Black on HEAD under hat and on SIGN behind stick arms. Words and cracks are Lamp Black. **Face detail same as before. NAIL is Lamp Black with Light Buttermilk highlight dot. ***Post is done same as before. BIRD done same as before. *Add snow.

BAKER MAN/CHALKBOARD - Drybrush or stipple Light Buttermilk and Snow White to highlight head and body above chalkboard. **Face detail the same as before. SCARF is Lamp Black with Light Buttermilk dots. Highlight with dashes of Light Buttermilk on wrap and overlap. Shade Paynes Gray; on head under hat, under scarf, above/each side of chalkboard. ***Stick arms same as before. HAT is shaded Paynes Gray; softly down sides and top left and stronger at middle up into gathers. Highlight Snow White; upper right on top and center front. Lines are Paynes Gray and string is Light Buttermilk. ROLLING PIN is highlighted down center Marigold. Shade Burnt Sienna on both sides and across bottom. Strengthen with Soft Black across bottom and on handle next to main part. Highlight top of handle Neons Fiery Red. Cracks are Lamp Black. Highlight CHALKBOARD FRAME upper right with Neons Fiery Red. Shade Soft Black where boards meet at corners and each side of Gingerbread man. Cracks are Lamp Black. Highlight center softly with Light Buttermilk and line words. GINGERBREAD Man is highlighted Honey Brown; center of